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FTS International Pty Ltd is the sole agent for Dancan Cinema Service S.L.- Spain and 

KEM Studiotechnik GmbH- Germany in Asia/Pacific. 

 

 

Asia/Pacific Product List 

 

Dancan Cinema Service S.L. 

 

Film Cans 
 
 

Dancan stabilized film cans are the only true archival film can in the world They are 

produced for extended term storage conditions as specified by SMPTE, ISO, FIAF.  The 

superior material is a stabilized copolymer polypropylene called Moplen. This material is 

the highest quality you can get. It moulds easily has and no tendency to warpage at any 

temperature.  Standard colour of the cans is blue, but other colours can be produced with 

a minimum order of 1000 pieces.  

 

All film cans are delivered with 2 pcs. 8mm holes for ventilation (chimneys) in 35mm cans 

and 2 pcs. 6mm holes in 16mm cans.  The cans are designed to AMIA recommendations for 

positive ventilation.  A customer must specify when ordering if ventilation holes are not 

required (not recommended). 
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The cans have undergone a PAT Photographic Activity Test (Per ANSI IT9.16). (This test 

was done in March 2015). 

 

 

Danchek Acid Detecting Strips 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Daneye - Motion Picture Film Base Deterioration Window 

 

Daneye is the monitor “eye” to your film; it is the “nose” that never gets tired of smelling 

decaying films. 

 

 
 

 

  
  

It is very sensitive indicator that senses the “Vinegar Syndrome” just by touching the 

film. The indicators are placed on the film and reading can be done after 24 hours 

depending on the temperature. For colder conditions expect 2-3 days for an accurate 

reading. 24 hours is based on 20 degrees Celsius. Compare the reading with the colour 

chart. If the colour changes to olive green (pH 4,6) you have reached the critical 

autocatalytic point, which is the point where you should consider separating this film from 

the rest of the collection and begin to duplicate. If the indicator has not reacted within 

24 hours nothing is critical. Close contact with severely degraded acetate and nitrate 

films (touching and sniffing) may be a health hazard. Acetic acid and other acidic products 

emitted by degraded film have been known to produce contact burns, skin and mucous 

membrane irritations, and other physiological effects. Protective gloves and adequate 

ventilation are strongly recommended for handling degraded films. 
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This product received nomination for the Patent Price of the year 1995 in Denmark.  The 

dyed silica change color according to grade of deterioration of the film.  It ranges from 

blue via green to yellow.  Daneye clips into a 11mm hole in the side of any film can.  It is an 

affordable way to give you control over your collection – right now – and in years to come. 

 

 
 

 

Indication correlates with IPI (Image Permanence Institute, Rochester, USA) safe and 

accurate way to check film for vinegar syndrome. 

 

 

Dantape Film Splicing Tape 

 

Dantape is a premium product manufactured by one of the world’s leading manufacturers 

of tape. It is manufactured in polypropylene with a tensile strength of minimum 100 

Newtons/24mm and a minimum elongation of 160% before breaking. The adhesive is age 

resistant acrylic. Standard length of each roll is 15 meters. 

 

 
 

Other items include C.I.R. splicers, film leader, ORWO Black & White motion picture film 
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KEM Studiotechnik GmbH 

 

KEM Studiotechnik has a rich tradition of quality and innovation in the design and 

manufacturing of film editing and inspection tables.  For 50 years KEM products have 

been essential tools for film studios, laboratories and archives around the world, helping 

to preserve our valuable film history. 

 

Film Winders 

 

KEMroll is a modern winding table for almost any film format, producing a winding quality 

not yet seen without capstan or sprocket.  It is designed for visual evaluation, preparation 

and ventilation of any film stock.  This new winding table guarantees a precise winding with 

a film tension of 7.05oz.  The tension is consistent over the entire reel and unaffected by 

stopping, changing of speed or direction during the work.  The film may be controlled by 

touch during winding, even cutting the film and winding again: the film tension never 

changes. 

 

 
 

 

KEMwind is a state-of-the-art winding table for any film stock with an incredible winding 

quality.  All the features of the KEMroll are available here.  KEMwind produces a precise 

and constant winding on both the winding and unwinding plates, however the tension is 

variable.  Further features like a changeable optional carrier for sundry electronic film 

sensors for various film conditions makes this table versatile and indispensable for 

effective and economical archival work.  With its gentle treatment and automated 

features, KEMwind creates a new cost benefit ratio in archival work and helps to actively 

save the value of the analog film stock. 
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KEMscreen is a digital imaging system upgrade for Steenbeck and KEM analog editing 

tables with modern digital picture and sound output (KEMscreen for KEM tables and 

STEevolution for Steenbeck tables). 

This system replaces the inferior picture modules on analog tables with modern digital 

technology using flat screen displays and active speakers.  They enable digital ad-hoc 

recording while viewing archival stock of both, picture and sound in a single step. 
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Shrinkage Control Unit Model K – SG 

 

To preserve archival film, it does not only require proper storage (Dancan film cans, 

correct temperature and humidity) but also the measuring of film shrinkage.  For this 

purpose, KEM Studiotechnik has developed a shrinkage control unit with a direct reading 

of percentage values on an LCD digital display and a logical film insertion to avoid 

measurement errors. 

 

 
 

Units are available for 16mm, 35mm, 16/35mm and 70mm 
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